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     Abstract— The probability weighted moments (PWM) and Iterative Linear Regression (ILR) methods for the 

estimation of the parameters and quantiles of the Wakeby distribution, were tested through distribution sampling 

experiments, towards its application in flood frequency analysis. The procedures to compute the parameters and quantiles 

are shown in the paper. The results showed that PWM method, in the estimation of parameters and quantiles, showed an 

overall better behavior that those provided by the ILR method. In the latter case, that better performance of the PWM 

method is quite obvious. 

 
Index Terms— Estimation of parameters, Wakeby distribution, probability weighted moments, iterative linear 

regression, flood frequency analysis. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A subject of paramount interest in planning and design of water works is that related with flood frequency analysis. 

Due to the characteristic that design values have, given that they are linked to a return period or to a 

non-exceedance probability, the use of mathematical models known as probability distribution functions is a must. 

Among the most widely used probability distribution functions for hydrological analysis, related with flood 

frequency analysis, are ([1]-[4]):  

a) Two and three parameters Log-Normal (LN2 and LN3) 

b) Pearson type III (PIII) 

c) Log-Pearson Type III (LP-III) 

d) Extreme Value Type I (EVI) 

e) Extreme Value Type II (EVII) 

f) General Extreme Value (GEV) 

g) Wakeby (W) 

With regard to the Wakeby distribution, [5] used the Wakeby distribution to characterize precipitation extremes for 

weather index-based insurance in the Zhujiang River Basin in China. Their results showed that maximum 

precipitation and 5-day-maximum precipitation are best described by the Wakeby distribution. The competing 

distributions with the Wakeby distribution were the Pearson III, Generalized Extreme Value and the Generalized 

Pareto distributions. Reference [6] compared the Wakeby distribution with Beta-Kappa and Beta-P distributions 

for representing annual extreme and partial duration rainfall series. They found that the Wakeby distribution 

provided better results than those by the Beta-Kappa and Beta-P distributions. [7] modelled the summer extreme 

rainfall in the Korean Peninsula using the Wakeby distribution. They obtained isopluvial maps of estimated design 

values corresponding to selected return periods. Reference [8] measured the applicability for the Wakeby 

distribution for flood frequency analysis in Eastern Australia. They developed regression equations to test if the 

Wakeby distribution fitted the annual maximum flood series at any given flow gauging station. Reference [9] 

introduced a numerical least squares method to estimate the parameters of the Wakeby distribution. The method 

was tested with flood data samples of Turkish rivers and the parameters obtained by such method were as good as 

those produced by the L-moments and the curve fitting method produced by MATLAB. Reference [10] simulated 

extreme precipitation in the Yangtse River Basin in China by using the Wakeby distribution. In such study, four 

probability distributions were used, namely General Extreme Value, Generalized Pareto, Generalized Logistic and 

Wakeby distributions. They observed that the Wakeby distribution can describe the probability distribution of the 

precipitation extremes calculated both from the observational and projected data. 

II. THE WAKEBY DISTRIBUTION 

The Wakeby distribution can be expressed in its inverse form as, [11] - [13]: 

 

    x = m + a [1 – (1 – F(x))
b 
] – c [ 1 – (1 – F(x))

-d
]                                                                                  (1) 
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Where: 

 

F = F(x) = P (X  x) 

 

x  m 

 

m, a, b, c, and d are the parameters of the Wakeby distribution. And the probability density function is: 

 

    f(x) = dF(x) / dx = [a b (1 –F(x))
b-1

 + c d (1 – F(x))
-d-1

 ]
-1

                                                                     (2) 

 

f(x)  0 for all values of x, and (a b + c d)  0. If F(x) = 0, then x = m and f(x) = 1 / (a b + c d). If F(x) = 1, the upper 

limit of x is ∞ or (m + a –c). The value of parameter b has a strong influence on the shape of the Wakeby 

distribution. If 0 < b < 1, the Wakeby probability density distribution is a monotonically decreasing function, if        

b > 1 the probability density function will have a mode in some x value above its lower limit. 

Another way to define the Wakeby distribution is, [14]-[15]: 

 

    x = -a (1-F)
b 
+ c (1-F)

-d 
+ e                                                                                                                (3) 

 

where: 

 

e = m + a –c                                     (4) 

 

III. ESTIMATION PROCEDURES FOR THE WAKEBY DISTRIBUTION 

In the Wakeby distribution, some traditional methods for the estimation of parameters, like those of moments and 

maximum likelihood, are not readily available given that a probability density function cannot be expressed in an 

explicit way. So, some other methods have to be applied to estimate the parameters of the Wakeby distribution. In 

the case of this paper, the methods that have been chosen are those of probability weighted moments (PWM) and 

iterative linear regression (ILR). 

A. Method of Probability Weighted Moments  

The probability weighted moments (PWM) of a probability distribution function can be defined as, [11]: 

 

                         (5) 

 

where l, j and k are real numbers. 

 

For the Wakeby distribution, when m  0, eq. (5) becomes: 

 

          (6) 

 

Using the notation M(k) = M1,0,k, then: 

 

                          (7) 

 

The parameters are obtained through the use of the following expressions, ([3], [11]): 

 

                                                                   (8) 

     

                                         (9) 
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                                    (10) 

 

                               (11) 

 

                               (12) 

 

                        (13) 

    j = 1, 2, 3 

 

                       (14) 

    j = 1, 2, 3 

 

                           (15) 

    k = 0, 1, 2, 3 

 

When m = 0, then eqs. (13) and (14) become, [3]: 

 

                                             (16) 

    j = 1, 2, 3 

 

                            (17) 

    j = 1, 2, 3 

     

Equation (8) produces two values and [11] recommended to take the larger value of  without loss of generality. 

The Wakeby parameter estimation may not succeed if any of the following conditions hold, [13]: 

1. Imaginary value of  or  < 0.3 or  > 50 

2.   1; the mean does not exist 

3. Invalid probability density function:  

4. Improperly defined probability distribution function:  for  for a combination of 

signs of parameters 

5. Same a point 4 but for combination of parameters 

The following procedure have been suggested, [13], for the estimation of the parameters of the Wakeby 

distribution, when using the method of probability weighted moments: 

1. Assume m  0 and determine the parameters by using the previous equations. Test for error conditions; if 

none hold, accept the parameters; if any error condition holds go to step 2 

2. Assume m = 0, then fit a Wakeby distribution of four parameters. If this proves to be successful, then accept 

the parameters; otherwise go to step 3 

3. Assume m  0. Fix a number of allowed iterations. Set b equal to bmax = 50 and choose b. Go to step 4 

4. If the allowed number of iterations is exceeded go to step 6. If not, set  to ( . If  falls below bmin = 

0.3 go to step 6. Determine  from the previous equations and test for error conditions 1 to 3; 

if none hold go to step 5. If either conditions 1 or 2 hold go to beginning of step 4 to start the next iteration. 

If only condition 3 holds, decrease the value of b by half and start a new iteration at beginning of step 4 

5. Test for error conditions 4 and 5. If neither hold, accept the parameters, otherwise go to step 6 

6. Assume m = 0 proceed as in step 5, except the appropriate equations (for m = 0) are used to calculate 

. If number of allowed iterations is exceeded or if  falls below bmin = 0.3 then the algorithm 

fails; otherwise go to step 7 

7. m = 0. If a solution is obtained for which error conditions 1 to 3 do not hold, test for error conditions 4 and 

5. If either condition 4 or 5 holds, the algorithm fails; otherwise the algorithm succeeds 
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B. Method of Iterative Linear Regression 

The method of iterative linear regression (ILR) was initially proposed by [14]. The method consists in two phases, 

the first one the Wakeby distribution is analyzed just on its right hand side; in the second phase the left hand side of 

the distribution is analyzed.  

The procedure consists in taking a value of Fc, which represents the separation point between the right and left tails 

of the distribution. The corresponding right hand side of the Wakeby distribution is analyzed when Fc < F and the 

values of two of the parameters are assumed as: a = 0 and b = 1. Value for e are being explored and the values of 

parameters c and d are obtained by linear regression by the following expression: 

 

                      (18) 

 

For any xk when Fk > F. The values of the parameters selected in the phase one are those that produce the least sum 

of the squares obtained by linear regression.  

In the phase two, with the computed values of the parameters c, d and e, the parameters a and b are calculated by 

linear regression by using the following equation: 

 

                     (19) 

 

For any xk when Fk < F. With the new values of a and b, the phase one is being repeated and then phase two is 

repeated and then the values are chosen as the final ones. The values Fc always have to be within the following 

limits: 0 < Fc < 1. With sample sizes of 60, [14] has varied Fc for every sample size between 5 and 55. 

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

In order to perform distributional sampling experiments, the same six Wakeby distributions used by [12]-[13], 

when they applied the probability weighted moments method, were utilized with the following values of the 

parameters and skewness coefficient for the Wakeby distribution. 

 
Table 1. Parameters and skewness coefficient (γ) for the six  Wakeby distributions used in the study, [12]-[13] 

Distribution  

Name 
Parameters 

Skewness 

Coefficient 

 a b c d 

W1 1 16 4 0.20 4.14 

W2 1 7.5 5 0.12 2.00 

W3 1 1 5 0.12 1.91 

W4 1 16 10 0.04 1.10 

W5 1 1 10 0.04 1.11 

W6 1 2.5 10 0.02 0.0 

  

With the previous values of the parameters of the Wakeby distribution and using eq. (1), several samples were 

constructed with sizes of n = 11, 31, 51 and 101. Then, 101000 Wakeby distributed random number were 

generated, and the number of samples considered for each sample size were 9181, 3258, 1980 and 1000 samples, 

respectively. The parameters and quantiles of the Wakeby distribution were then estimated for each combination of 

sample size and distribution option by both selected methods of estimation of parameters, namely PWM an ILR. 

The statistical measures used to assess the suitability of each combination of sample size, number of samples and 

method of estimation of parameters and quantiles in the distribution sampling experiments, were the bias, variance 

and the mean squared error (MSE). The definitions of such statistical measures are as follows:  

 

                                                                                                                      (20) 

 

                                                                                                                              (21) 

 

                                                                                                             (22) 
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The results for the six distributions shown in table 1, for parameters a, b, c, d, and m, with regard to bias are shown 

in figs.1-5. The results for the six distributions shown in table 1, for parameters a, b, c, d, and m, with regard to 

variance are shown in figs.6-10. The results for the six distributions shown in table 1, for parameters a, b, c, d, and 

m, with regard to mean squared error are shown in figs.10-15. 

 

The values obtained for the six distributions shown in table 1, for quantile 0.90 and 0.99, with regard to bias are 

shown in figs.16-17. The corresponding results for the six distributions shown in table 1, for quantile 0.90 and 0.99, 

with regard to variance are shown in figs.18-19. Finally, the results for the six distributions shown in table 1, for 

quantile 0.90 and 0.99, with regard to mean squared error are shown in figs.20-21. 

 

The best overall performance was given by the PWM method, in both the estimation of parameters and quantiles. 

In the latter case, the much better performance of the PWM method is quite obvious. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In general terms and for the six Wakeby distributions analyzed, both methods presented similar reduction 

behaviors in the parameters and quantiles with regard to bias, variance and mean squared error as the sample size 

increased, as it was expected. 

 

The W-3 and W-5 distributions (with parameter b = 1), were those with the largest convergence failures for both 

the probability weighted moments and the iterative linear regression methods. 

The method of PWM showed to have the best overall performance, in both cases of estimation of parameters and 

quantiles, with regard to the cases explored in this study. In the latter case, the much better performance of the 

PWM method is quite obvious. 
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Fig 1. Bias for the six Wakeby distributions, parameter a, 

n = {11, 31, 51 and 101} 

 

 

 
Fig 2. Bias for the six Wakeby distributions, parameter b, 

n = {11, 31, 51 and 101} 

 

 

 
Fig 3. Bias for the six Wakeby distributions, parameter c, 

n = {11, 31, 51 and 101} 

 

 

 
Fig 4. Bias for the six Wakeby distributions, parameter d, 

n = {11, 31, 51 and 101} 

 

 

 
Fig 5. Bias for the six Wakeby distributions, parameter 

m, n = {11, 31, 51 and 101} 

 

 

 
Fig 6. Variance for the Wakeby distributions, parameter 

a, n = {11, 31, 51 and 101} 
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Fig 7. Variance for the Wakeby distributions, parameter 

b, n = {11, 31, 51 and 101} 

 

 
Fig 8. Variance for the Wakeby distributions, parameter 

c, n = {11, 31, 51 and 101} 

 

 
Fig 9. Variance for the Wakeby distributions, parameter 

d, n = {11, 31, 51 and 101} 

 

 

 
Fig 10. Variance for the Wakeby distributions, parameter 

m, n = {11, 31, 51 and 101} 

 

 
Fig 11. MSE for the Wakeby distributions, parameter a, n 

= {11, 31, 51 and 101} 

 

 
Fig 12. MSE for the Wakeby distributions, parameter b, n 

= {11, 31, 51 and 101} 
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Fig 13. MSE for the Wakeby distributions, parameter c, n 

= {11, 31, 51 and 101} 

 

 
Fig14. MSE for the Wakeby distributions, parameter d, n 

= {11, 31, 51 and 101} 

 

 
Fig 15. MSE for the Wakeby distributions, parameter m, 

n = {11, 31, 51 and 101} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 16. Bias for the six Wakeby distributions, quantile 

0.90, n = {11, 31, 51 and 101} 

 

 
Fig 17. Bias for the six Wakeby distributions, quantile 

0.99, n = {11, 31, 51 and 101} 

 

 
Fig 18. Variance for the six Wakeby distributions, 

quantile 0.90, n = {11, 31, 51 and 101} 
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Fig 19. Variance for the six Wakeby distributions, 

quantile 0.99, n = {11, 31, 51 and 101} 

 

 
Fig 20. MSE for the six Wakeby distributions, quantile 

0.90, n = {11, 31, 51 and 101} 

 

 
Fig 21. MSE for the six Wakeby distributions, quantile 

0.99, n = {11, 31, 51 and 101} 
 


